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The problem of this study was a content analysis of

art and art-related vocabulary utilized in selected chil-

dren's leisure time television viewing. Three programs

(Misterogers Neighborhood, Sesame Street, and The Electric

Company) were selected for the analysis. Audio tapes

were made, transcribed, and analyzed for the art and art-

related words based on contextual usage. The analysis of

the resulting 223-page tapescript revealed 467 art and

art-related words which occurred a total of 3,668 times.

The identified art and art-related words were subsequently

sorted into five categories by systematically applying

specific criteria.

The conclusion was that television is limiting in art

and art-related vocabulary as a viable language source.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The primary concern of art educators until recently

has been the product-oriented curriculum; however, in the

seventies, the emphasis seems to be changing to aesthetic

education (6, pp. 4-5) with an increased emphasis upon the

ability to verbalize about art. Barkan states: "It is

becoming increasingly apparent that appreciation of and

commitment to art and its meaning in life need to become

critical goals and major elements of content in the teach-

ing of art." He further states that this would require

"deliberate attention to the skills of art criticism and

the knowledge of art history" (1, p. 2). In order for

such a development to take place, schools need to engage

the student in a continuing dialogue with supportive

studies through the medium of verbal language. If "the

central currency of the school is words, just as the cen-

tral currency of living in a social context is words"

(7, p. 13), then verbal adequacy through art vocabulary is

a means by which a student can build and develop his

critical judgment as well as aesthetic response to the

visual arts.

1
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This researcher has noted through teaching experiences

that beginning art students at all levels seem to possess

a void in an art and art-related vocabulary. They often

ask for definitions of the most obvious terms used in the

art class. Perhaps the students are familiar with a word

in a conversational context, but do not understand its

usage in an art-related context with an amplified or

extended meaning. For example, when the word "variation"

was used in an art context a college freshman asked to

have the word defined. Thus, it would appear that this

student was unable to transfer a conversational vocabulary

to an art-related context. As a classroom teacher at all

levels, observations of vocabulary deficiencies in student-

teacher interaction are frequent.

Art educators seem to be confronted with a communica-

tion gap when attempting to communicate with their students

about the visual arts. It seems that students in art pro-

grams have little opportunity to develop and utilize an

art-related vocabulary. Therefore, a common knowledge and

language which should be utilized in vocabulary interaction

between teacher and beginning student seems to be lacking.

Assuming that by the time the average student completes

high school his exposure to television has been extensive,

it is possible these students have previously acquired a

basic language through television as a part of their
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development, for television's strength lies in its ability

to make the same knowledge using the same language avail-

able to everyone (13,p. 18).

Television as a common language source is therefore

a vocabulary source. Perhaps television as a vocabulary

source is limiting, especially in terms of the visual

arts. A percentage of today's "Sesame Street Generation"

will eventually become students. Will they, naturally

being inclusive in this common language of television, also

possess a deficiency in an art and art-related vocabulary

or will they have acquired a basic art and art-related

vocabulary through the medium of television? Thus, it

seems relevant to our concern with the development of an

art and art-related vocabulary to ask the question:

What art and art-related vocabulary, if any,
is currently being programmed on selected chil-
dren's educational television programs?

The purpose of this study is to make an objective

content analysis of art and art-related vocabulary on

specified public children's educational television pro-

grams. The programs selected for analysis were Misterog-

ers Neighborhood, Sesame Street, and The Electric

Comp any,

Television has replaced all other media as the main

"awareness device" (2, p. 2), for it affects nearly every

individual in the United States. Looney of the University
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of Arizona declares that television has replaced both

parent and teacher as the primary educator of children.

He further states that the average pre-schooler, in terms

of time alone, spends more time watching television than

he would during four years in the college classroom

(5, p.5). According to Morris:

The learning impact of television is greatest
on the youngest children, because they are not as
yet influenced by other factors which will later
enter their lives, such as pressure of the peer
group and schooling. The young people first learn-
ing to read (perhaps around six or seven) may still
be having trouble mastering the printed page.
Therefore, they obtain the bulk of their informa-
tional requirements from television (9, p. 232).

Television will influence a child's beliefs and atti-

tudes especially in the area of the unfamiliar, and where

parents or peer groups have not yet made their own point

clear. Thus, in a new area, a well-made communication

from a trusted source can effect a considerable change

(11, pp. 11-12; 13, p. 125). Previously, art education

generally has been given minimal attention by the public.

This rather embarrassing situation can now work for art

education via television. Since children are naturally

"changers," the problem to so predispose children to an

assimilation of better art-oriented material (a well made

communication) could be effectively accomplished once art

educators (the trusted source) understand television's
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particular properties, as well as understand the qualities

of the "media child" (11, p. 72).

Feldman has directed attention to television's possi-

bilities in art. He writes:

If we believe the visual environment has
much to do with learning, then we must assume
that television is now a major learning instrument
and that it will be more effective qualitatively
when its aesthetic values are more prominent
(12, p. 23).

Again, this spring, while lecturing at North Texas State

University, Feldman focused on the subject of television

(4). He pointed out the need for a grammar and a syntax

by which television products can be identified. He also

called for art educators to utilize and implement existing

conversational vocabulary into the visual arts.

Another art educator who supports this point is McFee

when she states;

In today's society, much of children's
learning about culture comes to them screened
through television and other mass media; the
cultural values to the young have shifted more
to media specialists rather than the family and
other social organizations. A sameness about
culture is learned (8, p. 50).

She calls for educators to develop an awareness of the

impact children are receiving from television and the

changing society. Only then can one evaluate the effec-

tiveness of a program in relation to the children's whole

learning situation (8, p. 248).
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Recently, many art educators have been concerning

themselves with the "visual" environment in general, and

yet this investigator notes that seemingly few have

focused on television as part of that "visual" environ-

ment. Although television may have a mild effect, its

strength lies in its ability to make the same knowledge

available to everyone (13, p. 18). Television has been

like major surgery in society. Granted the incised area

is most affected, the area of impact and incision is numb,

but the entire system is changed. In other words, "modern

technology presumes to attempt a total transformation of

man and his environment" (3, p. 102). For example, the

"captured reality" of television is now often preferred

to personal experience. Three British reporters covering

the assassination of Robert Kennedy "noted that as the

casket was passing through the airport in New York after

arriving from Los Angeles, most of the newsmen present

(while this casket passed a few feet in front of them)

watched the television" monitor (13, p. 45).

Thus, television for the average person is the pri-

mary visual environment, and if art education is to attempt

to exist among the masses, it must fully embrace this

assumption. For it is television, as Schramm states,

. . . more than any other medium that furnishes a
common body of information for the early sociali-
zation of children. It is television more than
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any other channel, that builds the "set" with
which a child approaches the mass media. All
other media choices are judged against what he
has come to expect of television (10, p. 27).

Such a position, coupled with the belief that "there is

an increasing need for research on television instruction

and the dissemination of the results of testing .

(12, p. 24), has prompted this investigation.

Before we decide what or how we will propagandize art

education via mass media, we must study the existing con-

ditions. "We must have a basis from which to proceed"

(14, p. 23). This researcher feels that the first step

toward establishing such a basis is to identify a point of

departure which is the presentation of the identification

and categorization of art and art-related vocabulary cur-

rently being televised on selected children's educational

television programs.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In reviewing the related literature for this investi-

gation, it was deemed that two major areas of the litera-

ture must be examined for relevant information. First of

all, the literature of art education was examined for

studies which dealt generally with children's abilities

to verbalize about works of art. The second area of

importance was literature which dealt with the relation-

ship between television and children.

The review of the literature in the area of chil-

dren's abilities to verbalize about art revealed that the

problem has surfaced in the field and that some initial

efforts have been made to examine the child's abilities

in this area.

Art educators generally have by-passed systematic

investigations of children's verbal responses to the

visual arts. While this lack may be indicative of these

educators' attitudes toward the merits of such verbaliza-

tion, it does limit them presently to speculation "on

the possible connections between the development of

aesthetic form (the child's visually logical system) and

10
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the development of linguistic form (his syntactical rules)"

(6, p. 62). However, current research by linguists sug-

gests that children's talk about art may be a major avenue

toward an understanding of their artistic creativity, the

first avenue being art work (6, p. 59).

An avenue of verbal exploration toward understanding

artistic creativity was pursued by Ecker in his article

entitled "Analyzing Children's Talk About Art." In this

article he discusses a research endeavor which involved

an hour-long tape of creative students spontaneously dis-

cussing the relationship between theories of art dealing

with contemporary realism and abstract painting (6, p. 66),

After analyzing this discussion, the conclusion was that

children think creatively in "kinds of language" called

"aesthetic inquiry." The following five levels of aesthe-

tic inquiry were identified:

1) creating and appreciation of art,
2) criticizing it and
3) challenging or supporting the judgments

of others, whether adults or children,
4) theorizing about the nature of art and

criticism, and
5) analyzing theories and arguments (6, p. 70).

Unique to aesthetic inquiry is its methodological

control, "criterion of referential adequacy," a system by

which all higher levels of aesthetic inquiry ultimately

return to the first level (art production and apprecia-

tion). Often children's creative talk "may diverge so
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widely" it contains aesthetically irrelevant ideas, asso-

ciations, and conclusions.(6, p. 71). This results in an

undisciplined inquiry leading to a total loss of creative

language interchange (6, p. 71). Aesthetic inquiry (a

means of creative language interchange) at all levels,

with the exception of creation and appreciation (the first

level), "involve language as the medium of communication

and performance" (6, p. 72). Therefore, verbalization

about art does effect the child's creative development and

Ecker calls for more such language investigation (6, p. 72).

Moore, another art language investigator, made a study

entitled "A Description of Children's Verbal Responses to

Works of Art in Selected Grades One Through Twelve." In

this study, he was concerned with people's verbal responses

to art works and their art appreciation. The purpose of

the study was to describe children's verbal responses to

selected works of art before they received art instruction.

Data were collected through individual interviews with

each subject responding to three art reproductions. The

subjects were to respond verbally to the following com-

mands: "Tell me what you see in this painting; Tell me if

you see anything in the painting other than objects; Tell

me which one you like best; Why?" (11, pp. 28-29). An

analysis of the collected data indicated that: 1) Younger

children make proportionally more objective statements
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than older children and older children make proportionally

more character-expression statements than do younger ones

(11, p. 29); 2) There were no significant differences in

the types of statements made by the boys and girls of a

given grade level; 3) Fewer character-expression and sub-

jective comments about semi-abstract art and associative

comments about representational art were made than expected.

Subjects responded similarly to the three different sets

of art. Their response to the representational style was

most frequent, and the representational work received more

varied types of statements (11, p. 30); 4) Older children

were better able to abstract, and generalize, in their

verbalization than the younger children. These older stu-

dents made comments about the total painting and also made

references to the expressive quality of the painting.

Almost all of the subjects did make objective statements

about the art work (11, p. 31).

Moore' s study describes how children respond verbally

to art before art training and also cites the need for

further investigation, particularly in the following

areas: 1) "future studies must investigate what kinds of

verbal behavior indicate appreciation of art"; 2) "research

must be conducted to determine what types of instruction

would produce the desired changes in the verbal responses

of the subject" (11, p. 33). Moore specifically expresses
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his value assessment of children's art verbalization

through the following: "A variety of knowledgeable objec-

tive statements about many aspects of the art work, in

addition to subjective and character-expression types of

comments about the total painting, would infer an appre-

ciation of the art work" (11, p. 32).

Equally supportive of the merits of art verbalization

is Wilson through his study, "Relationship Between Years

of Art Training and the Use of Aesthetic Judgmental Cri-

teria Among High School Students." According to Wilson,

verbalization through criticism is not being taught indi-

vidually to the student but is being taught through

teacher-student judgmental interactions during art pro-

ductive activity. Due to this observation, he posed the

question: "Just what relation does all this critical

activity have to the student's own ability to make ade-

quate judgments of works of art?" (20, p. 34).

Although previous studies did indicate art students

and non-art students did make judgmental statements about

works of art that varied in degrees, a more detailed study

was conducted by Wilson to:

1) determine the nature of criteria high school
students used in judging the aesthetic merit
of works of art;

2) determine if there were differences in the
criteria used by students with differing
amounts of high school art training; and
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3) evaluate the adequacy of the criteria used
by high school students in making judgments
of aesthetic merit (20, p. 34).

This study evolved through the development and utilization

of a set of categories specifying the types of judgments

about art works. The set of categories was developed on

the assumption that the evidence which presents itself

from a work of art or the situation which surrounds the

work is the most adequate judgmental criteria. A content

analysis of high school students' judgments of Chagall's

"I and My Village" was conducted using the categories as

the basis for the analysis (20, pp. 34-35).

The two criteria adequacies most accepted among

aestheticians are: organicism ("the criterion of unity,

coherence, cohesiveness and complexity . . . concerned

with how the elements of a work of art function together

and to what degree they are integrated") and contextualism

("the criterion of intensity and vividness . . . synthe-

sis . . . the quality of the total experience") (20, p. 35).

In Wilson's study, these two criteria were considered the

most adequate compared to the other eight categories

also defined in the study (20, p. 36).

The results of the findings were: 1) students with

three years of art training, as opposed to students with

no art training, made higher use of organistic and con-

textualistic categories; 2) students with one year of art
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training used the organistic category more than those

students with no art training. Therefore, there is a

relationship between years of high school art instruction

and the use of adequate judgmental criteria (20, pp. 41-

42).

Another verbal study was made by Wilson for the pur-

pose of comparing the language (art, historical, and

critical) skills of the art teacher to the art historian,

and to the non-art trained individuals. The study is

based upon the belief that art history and criticism

"contain technical languages through which knowledge is

communicated, and from which the structure of the disci4

plines might be determined" (19, pp. 31-32). Picasso's

"Guernica" was selected for the study and each subject

was required to write his responses to the painting.

Randomly, thirty-four sentences were selected from each

subject's response. Each of the selected sentences was

analyzed for content. The analysis entailed the system-

atic categorization of words and indicated the different

ways each word was utilized in description, explanation

and evaluation. The words were analyzed into the follow-

ing defined categories:

1) two evaluational mode categories to deal
with the affective and reasoned aspects of
judgments made about works of art;
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2) five descriptive mode categories to identify
the types of rational analyses, and subjec-
tive descriptions made by the individual,
and whether anecdotes and poetry were com-
posed to describe the work;

3) eleven aspects of the work of art categories
which deal with the sensory qualities, tech-
nical aspects, meaning aspects, and charac-
ter aspects to which the individual might
attend;

4) two knowledge aspects for indicating
responses relating to history and style; and

5) one "not classified" category (19, p. 34).

The results indicated significant differences between

the technical language of art teachers and historians and

critics, as well as between the art teacher and the non-

art trained individual. The conclusion was that art

teachers could function better in the classroom if they

had more technical language skills, and those involved in

this study could use additional training (19, p. 39).

The findings of Wilson's studies expose a deficiency

in the language use of art educators when compared to

historians and critics. Perhaps this deficiency is the

basis for the general feeling in the literature that most

art educators have previously felt little merit in ver-

balization with their own students regarding the student's

creative endeavors or the creative endeavors of others.

Pursuing another mode of thought in the general area

of vocabulary development in art, Hogg and McWinnie con-

ducted a study to explore the need for the elementary age

child to broaden his perceptual vocabulary through lessons

;, '. -- -- , fl I It -I-- - -I
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with formal art terms and concepts (art appreciation and

criticism). They make the assumption that in order for

children to change attitudes in terms of making art, they

need to broaden their vocabulary (10, p. 52). The method

of teaching found most effective as a result of this

research was the teacher lecture, with group discovery,

thus employing verbalization (10, p. 52). As a result of

this study the following conclusions emerged:

1) First graders are able to change their
drawing behavior after a completely verbal
lesson involving abstract terms and concepts;

2) Sixth graders seem to be more stable in their
responses with less variance from the mean
than first or third grade children;

3) Students seem to be affected as much or more
by what is said and done in the home in the
realm of art than in the school (10, p. 59).

The cited studies related to vocabulary development

in art indicate that further study in art verbalization by

students is needed. While the studies conducted in this

area have given careful attention to defining categories

and aesthetic levels of inquiry and providing guidelines

for unbiased content analysis of the data collected, there

is no evidence to indicate, identify, or determine an art

or art-related vocabulary. It seems that such a vocabulary

is necessary if we are to establish and develop art pro-

grams which attend to this dimension of education in the

visual arts. As a basis for the determination of such a

vocabulary, a logical starting point seems to be with the
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art and art-related vocabulary which children already

possess by virtue of formal and informal educational

experiences. One area rich with possibilities is the

vocabulary acquired through leisure time television

viewing.

While a review of literature dealing with television

and children did not turn up any specific investigation

dealing with the development of an art and art-related

vocabulary, certain material does seem to have signifi-

cance to the problem of this investigation.

One of these is the work of Schramm. He is a co-

author of Television in the Lives of Our Children (1961)

which represents three years of television research and

analysis in ten communities in the United States and

Canada. The text includes a general television vocabulary

analysis indicating an interest in television verbiage,

although not art-related. Although this study does not

directly relate to this thesis effort, it does indicate

that Schramm considers telecast vocabulary worthy of study.

The Effects of Television on Children and Adolescents

was also examined for relevant information related to this

problem. Schramm (14, p. 5), Director of the Institute

for Communication Research, edited this international

annotated bibliography in 1964. According to Schramm,

these articles represent all the significant research
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available on the effect of television on children and

in his opinion, since this body of research was basically

a most comprehensive compilation of survey data, any

further understanding of the effect of television on

children could only be acquired by experimental and

clinical research techniques. Schramm selected articles

which employed at least elementary standards of scientific

research and which were considered by him to be of some

significance.

This major bibliographic work in the field is divided

into four major study areas:

1. The effects of television on children (generally

this area consists of descriptions of the viewing behavior

of children);

2. The effect of television on the leisure time of

children;

3. The programs children like (a comparison of what

content they believe, what content frightens them, and

what content amuses them); and

4. The effect of television on values, knowledge,

physical and mental health, and the social behavior of

children (14, p. 7).

While numerous conclusions are presented in this volume,

some seem particularly related to this research effort.
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Schramm points out that since a child's behavior

pattern is complex and caused by many external influences,

it is difficult to identify what specific impact a tele-

vision program has. This identification problem is com-

pounded by the fact that the effects of television may be

cumulative and therefore cause an underestimation of its

impact upon a child's behavior (14, p. 8).

However, despite these complex considerations, some

external influences have been attributed to television.

Customs and fashions which were once learned at home and

from peer groups are now acquired from television (14,

p. 13). The degree of impact that these influences have

on the child depends on whether the values telecast are

"presented in dramatic form, touch on ideas or values for

which the child is emotionally ready," and if the child

cannot get this same information from parents and friends

(14, p. 20).

Other variables which determine how much influence

television has on the child are television content and the

individual personality and environment of each child (14,

p. 15). This is due to the fact that a child utilizes his

entire personality and draws upon his own experiences when

responding to television. Therefore, what the child

brings to television is as important as what the television
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brings to the child, the result of which is a complex

interaction (14, p. 8).

Because of this interaction, a child develops tele-

vision content preferences which are generally consistent

throughout other media. Tastes for content are usually

structured by age ten or eleven and are determined by sex,

age, intelligence, and family norms and tastes. Yet,

regardless of a child's tastes or his interest levels,

when only one channel is available and the child has a

choice of watching or not watching, he will watch and

often broaden his tastes. Conversely, when given a choice,

a child tends to harden and narrow his tastes through the

selection of programs he previously found interesting (14,

p. 11).

If available, television dominates children's leisure

time. In the countries studied where television was

available for more than a few hours, an average child six

to sixteen years old spent between 6,000 to 12,000 hours

during twelve years in front of the set. Taking into

account holidays, the larger figure is equivalent to the

time a child spends in school during these same years.

After taking these figures into account, this researcher

must agree with one study's statement that a characteris-

tic of television is that it seduces one, and is alarmed
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when this same study concluded that television supresses

both imagination and talk (14, p. 20).

Contrary to the above statement, observations of

forty kindergarten and twenty-two nursery school children's

reactions to television indicated that the most obvious

effect was an increase in their vocabularies. That is,

children who are exposed to television go to school with

larger vocabularies than those who are not so exposed

(14, p. 31). Mothers and teachers both report that the

child who watches television shows a curiosity about new

things and a heightened level of general knowledge (14,

p. 33). Yet other studies stated that a net gain for a

child's improvement of general knowledge via television

was found only for the younger, duller viewers. Brighter

children learn more from television at an early age and

by the age of twelve or thirteen, when slower children

are increasing their use of television, the brighter ones

are increasing their utilization of printed media.

Obviously, these research findings indicate that

television does have a measurable effect on the values,

attitudes and vocabulary of young children. Therefore,

a content analysis for art and art-related vocabulary on

selected children's television programs seems justified,

if one believes that the development of an appropriate
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vocabulary is important in the development of children in

the visual arts.

While art educators seem to be extremely concerned

about cultural development of children through the visual

arts, their rationale has traditionally been. that the art

process is strictly a dialogue between the work and the

artist. They have handicapped themselves by the wide-

spread assumption that development in art is not signifi-

cantly related to verbal behavior. Granted, there are

components in works of art which cannot be verbalized,

but 'Verbal activity (a method used by all the sensory

receptors to organize assimilated activity) may play a

more important part in the teaching art process than has

been previously supposed by art educators (3, pp. 31-32).

In addition, art educators have traditionally assumed

that since the static indifference of the masses is indeed

a cultural phenomenan, appreciation of the arts by the

public at large is simply very slow (4, p. 503).

By merely accepting the premise that assimilation of

art is simply a slow process, art educators have com-

pounded the problem. On one hand, educators recognize

that the public's understanding of art is vague. Because

they have assumed that this vagueness in art assimilation

is inherently a slow process, they have not attempted to

affect a more rapid understanding of their subject. For
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example, language has changed in this era of mass communi-

cation. Old words have attained new imagery (9, p. 8).

These words need to be identified, defined, and redefined.

And with the advent of color television on a mass scale,

art needs to reidentify a portion of itself or it is going

to be less in the mainstream of life and more in the

antique category. "Art must get rid of paranoia, must

come out of that neat little package, this little tower

it is in, and meet the public"(12, p. 88). In previous

times, a few elite patrons could keep the arts alive but

the climate has changed. A shift of economic, political,

and cultural power from "the classes" to "the masses" has

occurred. The masses now set the cultural styles, although

they are still led, they now have the power of veto (18,

p. 52).

In 1966, at the National Instructional Television

Assessment Meeting, a few outstanding art educators recog-

nized that television is an avenue by which art can readily

reach the masses. Furthermore, they understood the neces-

sity for an art and art-related vocabulary for use by the

public. These prominent art educators, along with media

experts, evaluated current instructional art telecasts

across the country. Conclusively, they found the majority

of these telecasts focused on art production. One of the
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four summary statements as a result of this encounter was

"children must be helped to develop their abilities to

verbalize about art" (16, P. 13).

Guidelines to Art Instruction Through Television for

the Elementary Schools by Barkan and Chapman is a result

of this conference's concern for utilizing television and

art instruction more effectively. This text outlines

important factors in teaching for "richness in making and

apprehending works of art." It presents ways television

programs might be developed around specific selections of

instructional content. Resource materials and study

guides for classroom teachers who will use the programs

are included (1, pp. 5-6). In the educational conclusion

of this text the following guidelines are established:

1) Activities which lead children to perceive
qualities in the environment (natural and
man-made) can help them discover the raw
visual information for use in forming their
expressions;

2) Activities which lead children to perceive
qualities in works of art can enrich their
comprehension of the aesthetic meanings in
their own work and the works of others; and

3) Art instruction, therefore, should give
inter-related attention to these dual tar-
gets of perception--qualities in the environs
ment and in works of art (16, p. 13).

Thus, Guidelines to Art Instruction Through Television for

the Elementary School is a detailed effort in planning and

producing art instruction with art-related vocabulary via

television (1, pp. 5-6).
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Based upon the educational assumptions established in

Guidelines, a television series consisting of thirty

quality color programs was developed entitled "Images and

Things" which was funded through the efforts of twenty-six

educational agencies by pooling their resources together

through the National Instructional Television Center. The

series "hopes to lead children to a better understanding

of themselves, of other people, their environment, and

other times and cultures by looking at and experiencing

art." "Images and Things" was designed as a supplementary

source in an attempt to enrich art instruction in the

schools. Where an art program did not exist, it can be

used as an organizing center for an art curriculum geared

for the ten to thirteen year old student (16, pp. 13, 15).

"Images and Things" is an attempt by art educators to help

children develop their ability to verbalize about art

through television.

Perhaps art educators have been lacking in their

attempts at developing more instructional television art

series similar to "Images and Things" because they do not

fully comprehend the particular characteristics of televi-

sion and the television child. It is difficult for the

print-raised generations (which includes most teachers) to

contemplate the decline of reading and the relative rise

of other media (5, p. 36). This has caused many educators
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to fail to realize that today's student is different than

the student of yesterday. The student of today is tuned

in to the electronic use of his senses, and to the pattern-

ing of sensory information, as opposed to the teacher's

own analytic reasoning (17, p. 113). Since the information

stored within a child is patterned in a different way from

that of previous generations, we are not going to reach

him with new information patterned in an old print-based

linear structure. Likewise, we cannot wake stored infor-

mation in him by using old patterns (17, p. 114). Some

educators realize they no longer have a captive audience

and have attempted, often unsuccessfully, to educate through

their competition (television) (5, p. 11). Most educators,

however, simply cannot yet relate to the media's unique

sensory characteristics nor can they recognize their jobs

as educators as a result of this media (17, p. 113).

Before an educator even attempts to create a curricu-

lum for instructional television, he must fully understand

the student of today, this media child, or "new breed."

In the language of television, 5 per cent of what

takes place is content. The underlying behavior occupies

95 per cent of the program (17, p. 116). The verbals and

images that television promotes is really a non-verbal

communication which is often conducted unconsciously and
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is possibly received unconsciously, regardless of content

(7, p. 363).

Television has a direct access to the viewer's mind

since the brain simultaneously receives auditory and

visual stimuli (17, p. 17). In fact, the physical and

structural characteristic of the television media exerts

greater control over the viewer's ideas than the content

received from it (17, p. 81). Take away the literal con-

tent and the eye and ears remain entranced and we are led

on (13, p. 81). As a result of these properties of tele-

vision, the educator cannot effectively utilize television

through the old formula of pouring direct information into

an empty shell. When communicating at electronic speed,

the key is to evoke, through stimuli, stored information

out of the viewer in a patterned way (17, p. 25). To do

this, communicators and educators need to achieve a deep

understanding of the kinds of information and experiences

that are stored in their audience and then apply the "tele-

vision resonance principle" (predispositions and beholder's

share).

Predispositions (the number of influences besides

mass communication) and beholder's share (the individual's

recall of images) are part of the viewer (15, p. 67; 8,

p. 82). Therefore, reading an image, like the reception

of any other message, is dependent on this recall. Thus,
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the beholder's share and predisposition principles are at

work during the individual's exposure to mass communica-

tions. He views television from this frame of reference

and interprets attitudes in terms of the effect this media

has had on him. Thus, the forming of attitudes and the

predispositions are at work before and during exposure to

mass media (15, p. 67). The question of acceptance or

rejection of these attitudes depends on how the message

fits into the viewer's values and beliefs and how effective

it is in making a place for itself among them. Part of

the process is rational and part of it is below the level

of conscious thought (15, p. 11). All of this results in

a viewer's feelings and beliefs interacting with the elec-

tronic stimuli thereby creating any attitude changes (17,

p. 101).

A review of the literature (especially the cited

studies compiled by Schramm) did indicate that television

does have a measurable effect on the values, attitudes,

and vocabulary of young children. Since television has

replaced all other media as the main "awareness device"

(2, p. 2), it can be viewed as a common language source

(17, p. 18) and is therefore a vocabulary source. Also,

through other cited studies, the literature does support

the desirability of the art student's acquiring ability

to verbalize effectively in the visual arts. In addition,
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the literature acknowledges that a few art educators have

directed their attentions not only to the merits of art

verbage, but also to television's possibilities in art

education. However, in spite of some initial ventures

along this line, little effort has been made by art edu-

cators in general to utilize television for development

in art education. Perhaps this lag is existent since

apparently few art educators seem to understand the ways

(television's particular properties) by which to get to

the means (development of more television art curriculum).

Therefore, the critical task for art educators is to

design a package of stimuli so that it resonates with

information already stored within the child and thereby

induces the desired learning or behavioral effect. Reso-

nance occurs when the stimuli put into communication

strikes a responsive chord or wakes meaning in the lis-

tener or viewer. "The resonance principle suggests that

the starting point for understanding and creating communi-

cations lies in examining the communication environment

you are living in at this moment and the context within

which any stimuli you create will be received (17, pp. 160-

161). In order to resonate information already stored

within the child of today, identification and categoriza-

tion of material currently telecast should be made.
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This research endeavor is a beginning of such a task.

It is limited to the identification and categorization of

art and art-related vocabulary currently televised by

selected children's educational television programs.
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CHAPTER III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Statement of Problem

The purpose of this study was to analyze the art and

art-related vocabulary used on selected children's leisure

time educational television programs. The methods and

procedures of analysis were designed to answer the follow-

ing questions regarding art and art-related vocabulary

usage:

1. Numerically, how many art and art-related words

were used in the selected programs?

2. What was the frequency of occurrence of each

identified art and art-related word in the total sample?

3. Numerically, what was the frequency of occurrence

of all art and art-related vocabulary in the selected

programs?

4. How did the frequency of occurrence of each art

and art-related word compare to the frequency of occur-

rence of all art and art-related words throughout all

three programs?

5. What were the twenty-five most frequently used

art and art-related words in the selected programs?

35
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The criteria by which all transcribed words were judged

was, if categories do exist, into what category could each

word be grouped. Therefore, adhering to the possible

defined categories, the following categorical questions

were posed:

6. Into what categories, if any, can the identified

art and art-related words be grouped?

7. If categories exist, how many words can be

assigned to each category?

8. If categories exist, what is the frequency of

occurrence of each category throughout the selected pro-

grams?

9. If categories exist, how does the frequency of

each art and art-related word compare to the frequency of

other words in the category?

10. If categories exist, how does the frequency of

each category compare one to the other and to the total

frequency of all art and art-related words?

11. If categories exist, what is their relationship

to the twenty-five most frequently used art and art-

related words in all programming?

Sources of Data

Channel Thirteen is the only television station in

the Dallas/Fort Worth area which seems to make an effort
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to provide children's leisure time (after school hours)

television viewing with continual educational programs.

Therefore, the study is limited to the following programs

currently being televised every week day between 4:00 and

6:00 p.m. on Channel Thirteen: Misterogers Neighborhood,

Sesame Street, and The Electric Company. These programs

are produced for the kindergarten through third grade

children and are randomly selected to be retelevised

Saturday morning from 7:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

All three programs are syndicated to Public Broad-

casting outlets across the nation. Misterogers Neighbor-

hood (which originates in Pittsburgh) is a quiet half

hour, conversationally soft spoken program reaching an

estimated four million pre-school youngsters. The content

of this program is based on the philosophy of the host,

Fred Rogers, with the prime objectives being to promote

the healthy emotional and social growth of the young

child (4, p. 2). Contrary to the low-keyed approach of

Misterogers Neighborhood, Sesame Street and The Electric

Company, products of the Children's Television Workshop

in New York, utilize the electronic media with spontaneity

in a "kaleidoscopic melange of aural and visual" effects

(3, p. 66). Sesame Street is an hour-long attempt to

educate the pre-school child (three to five years) in

developing knowledge of important simple facts and complex
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cognitive skills. This is basically approached through

the guise of a "medly of fast-paced animation, puppetry,

film and actors" (1, pp. 11, 13). The Electric Company

is created for thirteen million grade school children

(seven to ten years) and fifty million adults who have

serious reading problems. It has a "Laugh-In" pace

utilizing "sophisticated parody" and "fanciful cartoons,"

all of which are mixed with lessons on letters, words,

and sound. The development of reading skills is the

solitary concern of The Electric Company (5, p. 82).

Collection of Data

Initially, producers of each of the selected programs

were contacted and asked what criteria were used as a

basis for vocabulary development for the program and if a

standard vocabulary list was used which could be made

available for review by the researcher. These inquiries

resulted in responses from the producers of The Electric

Company and Sesame Street (see Appendix A and B). The

Electric Company's vocabulary is based on "sight" words

which are derived from beginning readers or from words

which are considered of high interest to children. Basi-

cally, the vocabulary used, although monitored by research-

ers, is at the discretion of the writers. Sesame Street

words are selected according to "picturable" words which
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are programmed for use depending on instructional goals,

"sight" words that are commonly used by children and

readily found in their environment, "catchy" sound words

which can be easily associated with a picture, and words

such as "danger" that a child can make use of. Misterog-

er's Neighborhood did not respond to the inquiry.

Since the selected programs did not respond with a

vocabulary list or any script data, the only alternative

to discern the use of art and art-related vocabulary used

was to do a content analysis of audio-taped scripts of

the programs. Eleven hours of televised program words

broadcast on two consecutive Saturday mornings were audio-

taped and served as the basis for this study. Reel-to-

reel taping using seven-inch reel of Concertape (44-1060

A/2400 ft/10.5 Mil Tensilized Polyester) at 3 3/4 speed

was employed. During the taping, several variables inter-

fered with the clarity of the audio. Often several people

would speak at once making it most difficult to decipher

the words. Words were also deleted briefly when on two

occasions during the selected times KERA had audio diffi-

culty. The completed eleven hours of taping was trans-

cribed sequentially from audio to print and compiled into

a 223-page tapescript. Commercials were deleted.
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Analysis of Data

A content analysis was performed upon the tapescripts

to discern the art and art-related vocabulary utilized

during the programming. Those words which could be art-

related both directly and indirectly were underlined in

the tapescripts and the underlined words were written on

separate note cards and efforts were made to group the

words into logically related or common categories. This

grouping procedure yielded five separate categories of

art-related vocabulary.

The strength of the analysis was dependent upon find-

ing the determination and precise application of defini-

tions to the content analysis. The critical decision was

determining how far can a word or category be stretched

without losing meaning. Such a dilemma is not unique in

the visual arts today. (Until recently, stretching the

meaning of art has been called innovation, the result being

that the range of meanings attributable to art has evolved

to cover an almost limitless range of meaning.) "Rarely

has the term art stood for so much and meant so little (2,

p. 33). Therefore, it was critical to define and adhere

to this researcher's concept of art and art-related vocabu-

lary as well as the identified categories.

An art and art-related vocabulary is defined as a sum

or stock of words employed in the field of visual art,
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which enables an individual to verbalize the concepts,

effects, descriptions, and products of a tangible expres-

sion. The five categories in which the art and art-related

vocabulary found in selected children's television programs

was sorted are as follows:

I. Art and Art-Related Visual Elements and Organiza-
tional Terms
A. Visual Elements-the terms such as line, shape

(form), color, texture and space which are
used to describe interdependent components of
works of art.

B. Organizational Terms-words such as balance,
emphasis, pattern, which are used to describe
the arrangement of interdependent parts
(visual elements) to form a coordinated whole.

II. Art and Art-Related Products--a tangible substance
such as painting, drawing or design resulting
from the interaction of art-related conceptive
and effective processes.

III. Art and Art-Related Descriptive (Emotional and
Physical) Terms
A. Descriptive Emotional Terms--words such as

"sad," "hot," "ugly," and "beautiful" which
convey psychological and physical manifesta-
tions of feelings and delineating the visual
art processes and products.

B. Descriptive Physical Terms--words such as
"curved," "three-dimensional," "flat,"
which delineate the tangible properties of
art processes and products.

IV. Art and Art-Related Conceptual and Effective
Processes
A. Conceptual Process--the mental act of a

formulation, general notion of an image,
original idea, design, plan and perception
which contributes to a visual expression.

B. Effective Process-the physical act neces-
sary in the aiding of forming a visual art
product,
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V. Art and Art-Related Materials and Tools
A. Materials-the tangible matter from

which art forms are made.
B. Tools--the instruments used to aid in

forming physical matter into art forms.

After the categories were established, the transcripts

were re-analyzed to insure that every art and art-related

word was appropriately categorized according to the cri-

teria delineated above.

The process involved a systematic method of analysis

and tabulation. In order to discern whether or not a word

was art-related, all of the words were categorized accord-

ing to their contextual usage in the tapescript. For

example, the word "paint" fell into several categories

since it was used as a verb, adjective and noun. If an

art-related word appeared, yet its contextual implications

could not be considered art-related, then it was not used.

For example, Martha is told not to strain herself. The

word "strain" could be considered art-related if it had

appeared: Martha strained the sauce through a screen. Used

in this context, strained could apply to the silk-screening

process: Martha strained the ink through the silk screen.

Some words will appear in more than one category due to

their contextual usage in the tapescript.

After considering the contextual usage of the words

more critically, a refinement of word selection and a
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retabulation of the words into their respective categories

were accomplished, The results of this effort are reported

in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH DATA

The intent of this research endeavor was to make a

content analysis of art and art-related vocabulary utilized

on selected children's leisure time educational television

programs. The selected programs were Misterogers Neighbor-

hood, Sesame Street, and The Electric Company. The data

were collected and analyzed to answer specific questions

which fall into two distinct classifications: (1) quantita-

tive questions; and (2) categorical questions. The quanti-

tative questions are concerned with the occurrence of words

and the frequency with which they occur regardless of their

relationships one with another. While the categorical

questions necessarily consider quantitative issues, their

primary thrust is toward the relationships which exist

among the words.

The specific questions to be answered in this inves-

tigation are as follows:

1. Numerically, how many art and art-related words

were used in the selected programs?

2. What was the frequency of occurrence of each

identified art and art-related word in the total sample?

45
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3. Numerically, what was the frequency of occurrence

of all art and art-related vocabulary in the selected

programs?

4. How did the frequency of occurrence of each art

and art-related word compare to the frequency of occur-

rence of all art and art-related words throughout all

three programs?

5. What were the twenty-five most frequently used

art and art-related words in the selected programs?

6. Into what categories, if any, can the identified

art and art-related words be grouped?

7. If categories exist, how many words can be

assigned to each category?

8. If categories exist, what is the frequency of

occurrence of each category throughout the selected

programs?

9. If categories exist, how does the frequency of

each art and art-related word compare to the frequency of

other words in the category?

10. If categories exist, how does the frequency of

each category compare one to the other and to the total

frequency of all art and art-related words?
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11. If categories exist, what is their relationship

to the twenty-five most frequently used art and art-related

words in all programming?

Since the selected programs varied in their televised

time and the time samples made, it would be inappropriate

and misleading to pose additional questions which deal with

a comparative analysis of one program to the other. Rather,

for the purposes of this study, the sampled programs must

be viewed collectively as a sample of children's leisure

time television viewing. For clarity in presentation and

analysis of the data, each question will be dealt with

individually.

Table I, "Composite of Art and Art-Related Vocabulary,"

lists 467 words. This table is a numerical representation

of all art and art-related words found in the tapescript

on the programs. The word "see" was the most frequently

used word with 283 occurrences. To determine the "cumula-

tive frequency total" of all art and art-related words,

the frequencies for each word were simply added together.

The resulting cumulative frequency total was 3,668.

Table I also shows the "total cumulative frequency per-

centage" for each word, i.e., the percentage of the total

number of occurrences of art and art-related words for

each identified word. The percentages were derived by
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dividing the "word frequency total" for each word by the

"cumulative frequency total."

Since Table I lists, in descending numerical order,

according to the word frequency total of all art and art-

related words, the 25 most recurring words are evident.

The "word frequency total" has quite a span within the 25

most frequently used words, ranging from 283 occurrences

of a word to 25 occurrences of a word. Among the top 25

words, the first 7 words have a frequency total of 100

and above.

TABLE I

COMPOSITE OF ART AND ART-RELATED VOCABULARY

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

see 283 7.72
take 168 4.58
look 156 4.25
good 154 4.20
little 140 3.82
think 110 3.00
make 102 2.78
big 89 2.43
beautiful 53 1.44
water 44 1.20
line 42 1.15
turn 40 1.09
wet 38 1.04
pretty 34 .93
mud 32 .87
rock 32 .87
yellow 32 .87
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

long 31 .85
feel 30 .82
happy 26 .71
set 26 .71
building 25 .68
looks 25 .68
made 25 .68
sign 25 .68
feeling 24 .65
blue 23 .63
rubber 23 .63
door 22 .60
looking 22 .60
makes 22 .60
part 22 .60
chair 19 .52
draw 19 .52
house 19 .52
open 18 .49
paint (verb) 18 .49
plane 18 .49
rocks 18 .49
stones 18 .49
touch 18 .49
watch 18 .49
blocks 17 .46
cool 17 .46
dry 17 .46
idea 17 .46
imagine 17 .46
chop 16 .44
paint (adjective) 16 .44
straight 16 .44
thought 16 .44
cement 15 .41
mark 15 .41
wood 15 .41
red 14 .38
sand 14 .38
silky 14 .38
nails 13 .35
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

rope 13 .35
round 13 .35
beauty 12 .33
oil 12 .33
poles 12 .33
pull 12 .33
small 12 .33
triangle 12 .33
cold 11 .30
eyes 11 .30
hard 11 .30
make-believe 11 .30
pole 11 .30
purple 11 .30
thinking 11 .30
tough 11 .30
bad 10 .27
hot 10 .27
loud 10 .27
plan 10 .27
strong 10 .27
ugly 10 .27
chocolate 9 .25
floor 9 .25
golden 9 .25
longer 9 .25
tall 9 .25
tie 9 .25
best 8 .22
broke 8 .22
fine 8 .22
groove 8 .22
louder 8 .22
marks 8 .22
painted 8 .22
picture 8 .22
pot 8 .22
roll 8 .22
stick 8 .22
taking 8 .22
walls 8 .22

i
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TABLE I--Continued

Ar t and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

work (verb)
aim
chopped
cube
feet
feels
finished (adjective)
flint
green
large
painting (noun)
sad
side
scratch
shape
watching
working
better
bore
circle
close
drawing
drops
dry
eye
glasses
polish
press
shiny
string
signs
soap
stone
wall
yarn
alive
body
built
cover
fat
finish
glass

8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

.22

.19

.19

.19

.19

.19

.19

.19

.19
* 19
.19
,19
.19
.19
.19
.19
. 19
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.16
.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
.14
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

gold 5 .14
heavy 5 .14
lines 5 .14
paint (noun) 5 .14
planned 5 .14
point 5 .14
pink 5 .14
pots 5 .14
run 5 .14
smooth 5 .14
tan 5 .14
turned 5 .14
turning 5 .14
warm 5 .14
wash 5 .14
bigger 4 .11
blow 4 .11
bowl 4 .11
build 4 .14
chairs 4 .11
curvey 4 .11
drip 4 .11
drive 4 .11
fluffy 4 .11
harder 4 .11
ideas 4 .11
natural 4 .11
painting (verb) 4 .11
parts 4 .11
pat 4 .11
peel 4 .11
plan 4 .11
planning 4 .11
point 4 .11
ring 4 .11
scarey 4 .11
scrub 4 .11
steel 4 .11
sticks 4 .11
stripes 4 .11
studio 4 .11
takes 4 .11
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

throw 4 oi1
wide 4 .11
work (noun) 4 .11
works (verb) 4 .11
abrasive 3 .08
action 3 .08
axe 3 .08
bit 3 .08
bottles 3 .08
bricks 3 .08
bright 3 .08
brown 3 .08
ceiling 3 .08
clean 3 .08
construction 3 .08
cup 3 .08
curved 3 .08
drawing 3 .08
drill 3 .08
fill 3 .08
film 3 .08
finished (verb) 3 .08
formed 3 .08
heavier 3 .08
imagination 3 .08
join 3 .08
knit 3 .08
mad 3 .08
making 3 .08
marks 3 .08
opened 3 .08
orange 3 .08
polishing 3 .08
process 3 .08
pulled 3 .08
rip 3 .08
rods 3 .08
rub 3 .08
saucer 3 .08
saw (noun) 3 .08
saw (verb) 3 .08
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TABLE I --Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

smaller 3 .08
solid 3 .08
space 3 .08
spilled 3 .08
splash 3 .08
square 3 .08
surface 3 .08
tube 3 .08
turns 3 .08
wheel 3 .08
atmosphere 2 .05
bent (adjective) 2 .05
blows 2 .05
brush 2 .05
bumpy 2 .05
clean 2 .05
color 2 .05
colors 2 .05
complete (adjective) 2 .05
contact 2 .05
cooler 2 .05
covered 2 .05
crystals 2 .05
curly 2 .05
cut 2 .05
dark 2 .05
demonstrate (verb) 2 .05
demonstration (noun) 2 .05
designs 2 .05
dig 2 .05
dish 2 .05
doors 2 .05
empty 2 .05
figure 2 .05
folded 2 .05
folding 2 .05
hammer 2 .05
hang 2 .05
hanging 2 .05
imaginary 2 .05
judge 2 .05
lace 2 .05
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

light (noun) 2 .05
lights (noun) 2 .05
line 2 .05
little 2 .05
loading 2 .05
looked 2 .05
marked 2 .05
mask 2 .05
measure 2 .05
measuring 2 .05
metal 2 .05
model 2 .05
needles 2 .05
paper 2 .05
patted 2 .05
patterns 2 .05
peeled 2 .05
picture 2 .05
picture-picture 2 .05
polish 2 .05
pour 2 .05
precious 2 .05
push 2 .05
quartz 2 .05
roof 2 .05
rug 2 .05
scratching 2 .05
shapes 2 .05
seeing 2 .05
sides 2 .05
silver 2 .05
size 2 .05
squeeze 2 .05
stories 2 .05
straighten 2 .05
stretch 2 .05
stronger 2 .05
taller 2 .05
tacks 2 .05
tanks 2 .05
tapped 2 .05
washed 2 .05
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

window 2 .05
worked 2 .05
beautifully 1 .03
bent (verb) 1.03
biggest 1 .03
black 1 .03
bleed 1 .03
blew 1 .03
block 1 .03
blowing 1 .03
bowls 1 .03
boring 1 .03
breaking 1 .03
brighten 1 .03
broken (verb) 1 .03
broken (adjective) 1 .03
building 1 .03
buildings 1 .03
camera 1 .03
cameras 1 .03
center 1 .03
chalk 1 .03
chip 1 .03
chopping 1 .03
circly 1 .03
cleaning 1 .03
cleans 1 .03
closed (verb) 1 .03
closed (adjective) 1 .03
closing 1 .03
collection 1 .03
comic book 1 .03
complete (verb) 1 .03
concrete 1 .03
cone 1 .03
cups 1 .03
decorative 1 .03
delicate 1 .03
doorway 1 .03
drawing 1 .03
drew .03
drop .03
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

dropped .03
edges .03
elements .03
emptied .03
empty .03
fade .03
felt .03
figure .03
figured .03
filling .03
finish .03
flat .03
form .03
fresh .03
furniture .03
furry .03
fuzzy .03
gate .03
glass .03
grit .03
handle .03
hangers .03
history .03
hung .03
imagining .03
inspired .03
instrument .03
joined .03
judge .03
judging .03
knead .03
knife .03
knitting .03
light (noun) .03
light (adjective) 1 .03
lighten .03
lined .03
load .03
loaded .03
make-up .03
makes .03
mark .03
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

masterpiece .03
mat .03
medallion .03
melt .03
model .03
museum .03
oily .03
opening .03
oval .03
ovals .03
painter .03
pattern 1 .03
pebbles 1-.03
pictures 1 .03
plans 1 .03
plaster 1 .03
pressure .03
prettiest .03
print .03
pulling 1 .03
pushed 1 .03
pushes .03
resistance .03
rich 1 .03
roll 1 .03
rollers 1 .03
rolling .03
rolls .03
rough .03
rubbed 1 .03
rubs .03
rugs .03
running .03
runs .03
sawed .03
sawing .03
scale .03
scratches 1 .03
shaped 1 .03
sharp 1 .03
shine 1 .03
show 1 .03
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TABLE I--Continued

Art and Word Total Cumulative
Art-Related Frequency Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

shoot 1 .03
shooting 1 .03
shorten 1 .03
simple 1 .03
sizes 1 .03
smoothed 1 .03
soft 1.03
sphere 1 .03
spill 1 .03
spin 1 .03
spread 1 .03
squeezing 1 .03
squirt 1 .03
stain 1 .03
stairs 1 .03
straightened 1 .03
streak 1 .03
strings 1 .03
stripped 1 .03
tack 1 .03
tacked 1 .03
taken 1 .03
tap 1 .03
three-dimension 1 .03
tied 1 .03
tightening 1 .03
tone 1 .03
tool 1 .03
touching 1 .03
twisted 1 .03
warmest 1 .03
white 1.03
wonderful 1 .03

Total 467 3,668 a &

According to the related literature, television re-

search does imply that television can have a cumulative
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effect on the viewer. Since many of the categorized words

have a frequency of only 3, 2, or 1 times, those words

which recurred most often would seem to have more of a

cumulative impact on the viewer due to their frequency of

occurrence. However, the most used word, "see," has a

cumulative frequency percentage of only 7.72 per cent;

therefore, it seems that the cumulative impact of the most

frequently telecast words would be minimal within the

viewer. To further illustrate the insignificance of the

televised vocabulary frequency, the following table,

Table I-A, is an elaboration of the numerical word range

frequency occurrence of all art and art-related vocabulary

found in the sample.

TABLE I-A

NUMERICAL FREQUENCY RANGE

Numerical
Frequency

Range

283-101
100- 50

49- 30
29- 21
20- 10

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Number of
Words

Within Range

7
2

10
13
48
6

14
16
18
22
31
47
76

157

Cumulative Total of
Art and Art-Related

Word (467) Percentage

1.50
.43

2.14
2.78

10.28
1.28
3.00
3.42
3.85
4.71
6.63

10.06
16.27
33.62
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This table reveals that only 7 words have a frequency

between the 283 to 101 range and that only 2 words have a

frequency between the 100 to 50 range. Out of the 467

words, 47 words have a frequency of 3; 76 words have a

frequency of 2; and 157 words have a frequency of 1. Thus,

60 per cent of the art and art-related words have a fre-

quency of only 3, 2, or 1. Therefore, over half of the

identified words provide little evidence of a cumulative

effect.

Table II through VI analyze the art and art-related

vocabulary which was sorted into identified categories.

The categories were derived by defining and adhering to

this researcher's concept of an art and art-related vocabu-

lary. Often the range of meanings attributable to art can

cover a limitless range of meaning; therefore, it was

critical to define an art and art-related vocabulary.

Based on the definition that an art and art-related vocabu-

lary is the sum or stock of words employed in the field of

visual art which enables an individual to verbalize the

concepts, effects, descriptions, and products of a tangible

expression, five categories evolved.

Category I (Art and Art-Related Visual Elements and

Organizational Terms) encompasses terms such as "line,"

"shape'" (form), "color," "texture," and "space" which are

used to describe interdependent components of works of art
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thus relevant to the visual elements. Applicable to

organizational terms are words such as "balance," " empha-

sis," and "pattern" which are used to describe the arrange-

ment of interdependent parts (visual elements) to form a

coordinated whole.

Category II is comprised of words pertaining to Art

and Art-Related Products which would be a tangible sub-

stance such as "painting," "drawing," or "design" resulting

from the interaction of art-related conceptive and effec-

tive processes.

Category III consists of Art and Art-Related Descrip-

tive (Emotional and Physical) Terms. Descriptive emotional

terms are words such as "sad," "hot," "ugly," and "beauti-

ful" which convey psychological and physical manifestations

of feelings and delineating the visual art processes and

products. Words such as "curved," "three-dimensional,"

and "flat" which delineate the tangible properties of art

processes and products are descriptive physical terms.

Category IV is the Art and Art-Related Conceptual and

Effective Processes. A conceptual process is the mental

act of a formulation, general notion of an image, original

idea, design, plan and perception which contributes to a

visual expression.

Category V pertains to Art and Art-Related Materials

(the tangible matter from which art forms are made) and
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Tools (the instruments used to aid in forming physical

matter into art forms). Due to the fact that all of the

identified art and art-related words could be appropriately

grouped into one of the above five defined categories, the

categories proved valid for this research endeavor.

The data related to the word categories are presented

in Tables I, II, III, IV, V and VI. In each table the

words for that particular category are listed in descending

numerical order by a word frequency total which is the

total times that word appeared in the eleven hours of

broadcasting sampled. The most frequently used word

appears first and the least frequently used word appears

last. This listing is referred to as the "word frequency

total." In addition to word frequency totals, percentages

were calculated to reveal the relationships between (1)

the frequency of occurrence of each word and the total

number of identified art and art-related words and (2) the

frequency of occurrence of words in its category.

The number of words assigned to each category varies.

In Table II, there are 28 words which comprise Category I

(Art and Art-Related Visual Elements and Organizational

Terms). By adding together the word frequency totals for

each word, the cumulative frequency total for the category

was determined, i.e., the "categorical cumulative frequency

total." The categorical cumulative frequency total for
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Category I is 196. To determine the relationship of the

occurrence of each word to the total occurrences of words

in a category, percentages were calculated. The most fre-

quently occurring words in this Category are: "line" (word

frequency total of 42); "yellow" (word frequency total of

32); and "blue" (word frequency total of 23). For example,

"line," with a word frequency total of 42, constitutes

21.43 per cent of the total occurrences (196) in Cate-

gory I.

The words "line," "yellow," and "blue" distinguish

themselves from other words in Category I due to their

higher frequency total throughout the tapescript. All

three words are considered art, as opposed to art-related

vocabulary, since they pertain to the art elements. It is

interesting to note that 3 words constitute 49 per cent

of the occurrence in this Category. Twenty words in Cate-

gory I pertain to the visual elements, with 13 out of

these 20 words relating to the visual element, color.

Thus, 60 per cent of Category I is represented in the

sample by the visual elements.
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TABLE II

CATEGORY I
(Art and Art-Related Visual Elements

and Organizational Terms)

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

line 42 21.43
yellow 32 16.33
blue 23 11.73
plane 18 9.18
red 14 7.14
purple 11 5.61
green 7 3.57
shape 7 3.57
lines 5 2.55
pink 5 2.55
tan 5 2.55
brown 3 1.53
orange 3 1.53
space 3 1.53
color 2 1.02
colors 2 1.02
patterns 2 1.02
shapes 2 1.02
black 1 .51
edges 1 .51
elements 1 .51
empty 1 .51
history 1 .51
light 1 .51
lined 1 .51
pattern 1 .51
tone 1 .51
white 1 .51

Total 28 196

Table III represents the words which are grouped into

Category II (Art and Art-Related Products). There are 59

words listed in Category II. The sum of all the word
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frequency totals indicates that the cumulative categorical

frequency total of Category II is 307. Two words appear

the most frequent number of times in this Category, "build-

ing" and "sign," both of which have a word frequency total

of 25. "Door" is the next most frequently used word,

occurring 22 times. Both "house" and "chair" have a word

frequency total of 19. These most frequently used words,

with the exception of the word "sign," could pertain to

dwellings. By adding the categorical cumulative frequency

percentages, these five words comprise 35 per cent of Cate-

gory II. It could appear to the average television viewer

that 73 per cent of these art and art-related products in

Category II are generally utilitarian rather than aesthetic

products, although not necessarily exclusive.

TABLE III

CATEGORY II
(Art and Art-Related Products)

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

building 25 8.14
sign 25 8.14
door 22 7.17
chair 19 6.19
house 19 6.19
mark 15 4.89
poles 12 3.91
pole 11 3.58
floor 9 2.93
marks 8 2.61
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TABLE III--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

picture 8 2.61
pot 8 2.61
walls 8 2.61
feet 7 2.28
painting 7 2.28
glasses 6 1.95
signs 6 1.95
wall 6 1.95
glass 5 1.63
pots 5 1.63
bowl 4 1.30
chairs 4 1.30
plan 4 1.30
ring 4 1.30
studio 4 1.30
work 4 1.30
bottles 3 .98
ceiling 3 .98
cup 3 .98
saucer 3 .98
demonstration 2 .65
designs 2 .65
dish 2 .65
doors 2 .65
lace 2 .65
mask 2 .65
picture-picture 2 .65
roof 2 .65
rug 2 .65
stories 2 .65
window 2 .65
bowls 1 .33
buildings 1 .33
collection 1 .33
comic book 1 .33
cups 1 .33
doorway 1 .33
drawing 1 .33
furniture 1 .33
gate 1 .33
mat 1 .33
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TABLE III--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

medallion 1 .33
model 1 .33
museum 1 .33
pictures 1 .33
rugs 1 .33
show 1 .33
stain 1 .33
stairs 1 .33

Total 59 307

Table IV represents the 121 words that comprise Cate-

gory III which were all the art and art-related words deal-

ing with the Art and Art-Related Descriptive (Emotional

and Physical) Terms. Through the addition of the word

frequency totals for these 121 words, the categorical

cumulative frequency totals of 1,090 is derived. The fre-

quency of each art and art-related word compared to its

respective categorical frequency total is indicated in the

Categorical Cumulative Frequency Percentage column. In

Category III, the word with the largest word frequency

total is "good." "Good" had a word frequency total of

154. The word "little" has the next largest word frequency

total with 140 occurrences. "Big" occurs 89 times and is

the word with the third largest word frequency total. The

fourth most recurring word is "beautiful" with a word
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frequency total of 53. The sum of the categorical cumula-

tive frequency percentage of these four most recurring

words indicates that 40 per cent of the televised vocabu-

lary in this Category is represented in "good," "little,"

"big," and "beautiful."

TABLE IV

CATEGORY III
(Art and Art-Related Descriptive [Emotional

and Physical] Terms)

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

good 154 14.13
little 140 12.84
big 89 8.17
beautiful 53 4.86
wet 38 3.49
pretty 34 3.12
long 31 2.84
happy 26 2.39
part 22 2.02
cool 17 1.56
dry 17 1.56
paint 16 1.47
straight 16 1.47
silky 14 1.28
round 13 1.19
beauty 12 1.10
small 12 1.10
triangle 12 1.10
cold 11 1.01
hard 11 1.01
tough 11 1.01
bad 10 .92
hot 10 .92
loud 10 .92
strong 10 .92
ugly 10 .92
chocolate 9 .83
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TABLE IV--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

golden 9 .83
longer 9 .83
tall 9 .83
best 8 .73
fine 8 .73
louder 8 .73
cube 7 .64
finished 7 .64
large 7 .64
sad 7 .64
side 7 .64
better 6 .55
circle 6 .55
drops 6 .55
shiny 6 .55
alive 5 .46
fat 5 .46
gold 5 .46
heavy 5 .46
point 5 .46
smooth 5 .46
warm 5 .46
bigger 4 .37
curvey 4 .37
fluffy 4 .37
harder 4 .37
natural 4 .37
parts 4 .37
scarey 4 .37
stripes 4 .37
wide 4 .37
action 3 .28
bright 3 .28
curved 3 .28
drill 3 .28
heavier 3 .28
mad 3 .28
smaller 3 .28
solid 3 .28
square 3 .28
surface 3 .28
atmosphere 2 .18
bent 2 .18
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TABLE IV--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

bumpy 2 .18
clean 2 .18
complete 2 .18
cooler 2 .18
curly 2 .18
dark 2 .18
empty 2 .18
folding 2 .18
imaginary 2 .18
little 2 .18
precious 2 .18
sides 2 .18
silver 2 .18
size 2 .18
stronger 2 .18
taller 2 .18
beautifully 1 .09
biggest 1 .09
broken 1 .09
center 1 .09
circly 1 .09
closed 1 .09
decorative 1 .09
delicate 1 .09
fade 1 .09
finish 1 .09
flat 1 .09
fresh 1 .09
furry 1 .09
fuzzy 1 .09
light 1 .09
masterpiece 1 .09
oily 1 .09
oval 1 .09
ovals 1 .09
prettiest 1 .09
rich 1 .09
roll 1 .09
rough 1 .09
scratches 1 .09
sharp 1 .09
simple 1 .09
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TABLE IV--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

sizes .09
soft .09
sphere .09
streak 1 .09
stripped .09
three-dimension 1 .09
twisted 1 .09
warmest 1 .09
wonderful 1 .09

Total 121 1,090*I

Television, as pointed out in Chapter II, could have

a cumulative effect on the child. With this in mind, it

would seem advantageous to program the child to more posi-

tive attitudes through telecast vocabulary with positive

connotations. This is assuming, of course, the young

viewer is positively oriented. Therefore, the programs

would be predispositioning the child to a familiar atti-

tude which often insures the continual watching of the

program; thus, economic success. Based on the vocabulary

presented in Table IV, it seems that the three selected

programs attempt to program positive descriptive vocabulary

as opposed to negative descriptive vocabulary. For exam-

ple, 2 of the 4 most frequently used words, "good" (with a

word frequency of 154) and "beautiful" (with a word fre-

quency of 53), have positive connotations as opposed to
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"bad" and "ugly," both of which have a word frequency of

10. Comparing the frequency of the 13 positive versus the

4 negative descriptive words throughout the sample, the

positive words occurred 92 per cent of the time.

Table V lists 191 words which comprise Category IV

(Art and Art-Related Conceptual and Effective Processes).

The cumulative categorical frequency total for Category IV

of 1,656 is derived when the 191 word frequency totals are

added together. Of all the 191 words represented in this

Category, as well as in all categories, "see" has the

largest word frequency total of 283. The next most fre-

quent word, "take," has a word frequency total of 168.

The third most frequent word,occurring 156 times, is

"look." "Think" is the fourth most frequent word, and it

occurs 110 times. The fifth most occurring word, with a

word frequency of 102, is "make." By adding the categori-

cal cumulative frequency percentage of these five words,

we see that 49 per cent of the occurrence of Category IV

is confined to "see, " "take, " "look," "think," and "make."
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TABLE V

CATEGORY IV
(Art and Art-Related Conceptual

and Effective Processes)

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

see 283 17.09
take 168 10.14
look 156 9.42
think 110 6.64
make 102 6.16
turn 40 2.42
feel 30 1.81
set 26 1.57
looks 25 1.51
made 25 1.51
feeling 24 1.45
looking 22 1.33
makes 22 1.33
draw 19 1.15
open 18 1.09
paint 18 1.09
touch 18 1.09
watch 18 1.09
idea 17 1.03
imagine 17 1.03
chop 16 .97
thought 16 .97
pull 12 .72
make-believe 11 .66
thinking 11 .66
plan 10 .60
tie 9 .54
broke 8 .48
groove 8 .48
painted 8 .48
roll 8 .48
taking 8 .48
work 8 .48
aim 7 .42
chopped 7 .42
feels 7 .42
scratch 7 .42
watching 7 .42
working 7 .42
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TABLE V--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

bore 6 .36
close 6 .36
drawing 6 .36
dry 6 .36
press 6 .36
built 5 .30
cover 5 .30
finish 5 .30
planned $ .30
run 5 .30
turned 5 .30
turning 5 .30
wash 5 .30
blow 4 .24
build 4 .24
drip 4 .24
drive 4 .24
ideas 4 .24
painting 4 .24
pat 4 .24
peel 4 .24
planning 4 .24
point 4 .24
scrub 4 .24
takes 4 .24
throw 4 .24
works 4 .24
clean 3 .18
construction 3 .18
drawing 3 .18
fill 3 .18
finished 3 .18
formed 3 .18
imagination 3 .18
join 3 .18
knit 3 .18
making 3 .18
marks 3 .18
opened 3 .18
polishing 3 .18
process 3 .18
pulled 3 .18
rip 3 .18
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TABLE V--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

rub 3 .18
saw 3 .18
spilled 3 .18
splash 3 .18
turns 3 .18
blows 2 .12
contact 2 .12
covered 2 .12
cut 2 .12
demonstrate 2 .12
dig 2 .12
figure 2 .12
folded 2 .12
hang 2 .12
hanging 2 .12
line 2 .12
loading 2 .12
looked 2 .12
marked 2 .12
measure 2 .12
measuring 2 .12
patted 2 .12
peeled 2 .12
picture 2 .12
polish 2 .12
pour 2 .12
push 2 .12
scratching 2 .12
seeing 2 .12
squeeze 2 .12
straighten 2 .12
stretch 2 .12
tapped 2 .12
washed 2 .12
worked 2 .12
bent 1 .06
bleed 1 .06
blew 1 .06
blowing 1 .06
boring 1 .06
breaking 1 .06
brighten 1 .06
broken 1 .06
building 1 .06
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TABLE V--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

chip .06
chopping .06
cleaning .06
cleans .06
closed .06
closing .06
complete .06
drew 1 .06
drop .06
dropped .06
emptied 1 .06
figured 1 .06
filling 1 .06
form .06
handle .06
hung .06
imagining .06
inspired .06
joined .06
judge .06
judging .06
knead .06
knitting .06
lighten .06
load .06
loaded .06
make-up .06
makes .06
mark .06
melt .06
opening .06
plans .06
pressure .06
print .06
pulling .06
pushed .06
pushes .06
resistance .06
rolling .06
rolls .06
rubbed .06
rubs .06
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TABLE V--Continued

Art and
Art-Related
Vocabulary

running
runs
sawed
sawing
shaped
shine
shoot
shooting
shorten
smoothed
spill
spin
spread
squeezing
squirt
straightened
tack
tacked
taken
tap
tied
tightening
touching

Total 191

Word
Frequency

Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1,656

Categorical
Cumulative Frequency

Percentage

.06

.06
*06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
.06
*06

Of all these words in Category IV, fifteen could be

considered sensory related. Since sensitivity and crea-

tivity are congruent in their utilization of the five basic

senses, this is significant in terms of art and art-related

vocabulary. Eight per cent of these telecast verbs which

could evoke a muscular reaction dependent upon sensory

motivations represent only two senses, touching and seeing.

0
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Connotatively, conclusions can be made from the usage

of particular words represented in Table V in regard to

the development of vocabulary. Three of the five most

frequently used words indicated in Table V are "see,"

"look," and "think." While "look? and "see" have very

similar connotations, all three of these words could be

classified as conceptual processes in relationship to the

visual arts because a mental judgment can solely be in-

volved in "look," "see," and "think" which does not neces-

sarily involve expression of this judgment in physical

terms. For example, a perspective analysis of Leonardo

da Vinci's "Last Supper" can be conceptually made. Without

drawing out the perspective, one can "look" and "see"

(which could possibly necessitate that one also "think")

that all the lines are centralized on the figure of Christ,

by showing linear perspective in the portrayal of the

ceiling, floor, and walls which converge, extending depth

projection directly beyond the Christ figure into the land-

scape outside the window. Therefore, through the concep-

tual processes (looking, thinking, and seeing) one becomes

aware of the importance of Christ by all lines centralizing

on him as well as the methodology utilized-by da Vinci to

show the third dimension on a two-dimensional plane. Con-

versely, the words "make" and "take" when utilized in the

physical sense, are effective processes because they
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involve action in the use of the hands. The contextual

use of "make" and "take" in the tapescripts is basically

effective. Therefore, of the five most used words in this

category, there is a division of three conceptual processes

to two effective processes, with the conceptual processes

having a higher frequency total.

Table VI represents the 68 art and art-related words

which are grouped into Category V (Art and Art-Related

Materials and Tools). When the word frequency totals for

these 68 words are added together, the cumulative cate-

gorical frequency total of 419 is derived. "Water" has

the largest word frequency total, 44, in this category.

Both "rock" and "mud" appear the next most frequently,

32 times. The fourth most frequently used word in this

category, "rubber," has a word frequency total of 23. By

adding the categorical cumulative frequency percentage of

these four words together, we see that 31 per cent of the

occurrence of word frequency for Category V is represented.
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TABLE VI

CATEGORY V
(Art and Art-Related Materials and Tools)

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

water 44 10.50
mud 32 7.64
rock 32 7.64
rubber 23 5.49
rocks 18 4.30
stones 18 4.30
blocks 17 4.06
cement 15 3.58
wood 15 3.58
sand 14 3.34
nails 13 3.10
rope 13 3.10
oil 12 2.86
eyes 11 2.63
stick 8 1.91
flint 7 1.67
eye 6 1.43
polish 6 1.43
soap 6 1.43
stone 6 1.43
string 6 1.43
yarn 6 1.43
body 5 1.19
paint 5 1.19
steel 4 .95
sticks 4 .95
abrasive 3 .72
axe 3 .72
bit 3 .72
bricks 3 .72
film 3 .72
rods 3 .72
saw 3 .72
tube 3 .72
wheel 3 .72
brush 2 .48
crystals 2 .48
hammer 2 .48
judge 2 .48
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TABLE VI--Continued

Art and Word Categorical
Art-Related Frequency Cumulative Frequency
Vocabulary Total Percentage

light 2 .48
lights 2 .48
metal 2 .48
model 2 .48
needles 2 .48
paper 2 .48
quartz 2 .48
tacks 2 .48
tanks 2 .48
block 1 .24
camera 1 .24
cameras 1 .24
chalk 1 .24
concrete 1 .24
cone 1 .24
felt 1 .24
figure 1 .24
glass 1 .24
grit 1 .24
hangers 1 .24
instrument 1 .24
knife 1 .24
painter 1 .24
pebbles 1 .24
plaster 1 .24
rollers 1 .24
scale 1 .24
strings 1 .24
tool 1 .24

Total 68 419

As indicated in Table VI, the second defined portion

of Category V (Tools) is totally deleted from the most

used words, Therefore, of the most recurring words tele-

cast in this category, the emphasis is on art and
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art-related materials as opposed to tools, according to

frequency. Although half of these art and art-related

words in Category V can be related to tools, they were

less frequently used throughout the tapescript.

Table VII is a. comparison of the "Cumulative Art and

Art-Related Words by Category." By listing the categories

in descending numerical and percentage form, the relation-

ship of the words per category is defined through a

comparison of one category to the other. To obtain the

relationship of the number of words per category to the

cumulative total words identified, a percentage was calcu-

lated. For example, Category IV, which includes 191 words,

constituted 40.9 per cent of the total words identified.

By comparison, Category III contained 25.91 per cent of

the total words identified. Therefore, 66.81 per cent of

the telecast art and art-related vocabulary pertain to

Art and Art-Related Effective and Conceptual Processes and

to Art and Art-Related Descriptive (Emotional and Physical)

Terms. While Table VII is a numerical categorical com-

parison, Table VIII shows a frequency comparison of the

categories in descending numerical order.
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TABLE VII

CUMULATIVE ART AND ART-RELATED WORDS
BY CATEGORY

Number Cumulative
Categories of Categorical

Words Percentage

IV 191 40.9
(Art and Art"-Related Concep-
tual and Effective Processes)

III 121 25.91
(Art and Art-Related Descrip-
tive lEmotional and Physical]
Terms)

V 68 14.56
(Art and Art-Related Mate-

rials and Tools)

II 59 12.63
(Art and Art-Related Products)

1 28 6
(Art and Art-Related Visual
Elements and Organizational
Terms)

Total 467 100
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TABLE VIII

COMPARATIVE CATEGORICAL FREQUENCY

Total
Categorical Categorical

Category Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Frequency

Total Percentage

IV 1,656 45.15
(Art and Art-Related Concep-
tual and Effective Processes)

III 1,090 29.72
(Art and Art-Related Descrip-
tive [Emotional and Physical]
Terms)

V 419 11.42
(Art and Art-Related Mate-
rials and Tools)

II 307 8.37
(Art and Art-Related Products)

I 196 5.34
(Art and Art-Related Visual
Elements and Organizational
Terms)

Total 3,668 100

In Table VIII, Category IV is listed first with a

categorical cumulative frequency total of 1,656 or 45.15

per cent of the cumulative frequency total. Category III

occurs the next most frequent number of times, 1,090 or

29.72 per cent. The categorical descending numerical order

of Table VIII and Table VII are congruent. Therefore,
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not only do Categories III and IV comprise over two-thirds

of the cumulative art and art-related words, they also

represent over two-thirds of the frequency of art and art-

related words throughout the sample.

The relationship of the categories to the twenty-five

most frequently used art and art-related words in all pro-

gramming is shown in Table IX, Categorical Account of the

Twenty-Five Most Recurring Words.

TABLE IX

CATEGORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE TWENTY-FIVE
MOST RECURRING WORDS

Categorical Percentage of

CategoriesCTotal Number

Frequency of Words in
Each Category

III 10 40
(Art and Art-Related Descrip-
tive IEmotional and Physical]
Terms)

IV 10 40
(Art and Art-Related Concep-
tual and Effective Processes)

V 3 12
(Art and Art-Related Mate-
rials and Tools)

I 2 8
(Art and Art-Related Visual
Elements and Organizational
Terms)

Total 25 100
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Table IX shows how many times each category is repre-

sented in the 25 most frequently recurring words. The

categories are listed in descending numerical order, con-

gruent with the 25 most used art and art-related vocabulary,

beneath the column entitled Category Frequency. Both

Category III and Category IV are represented 10 times each,

or 40 per cent of the time each, in the 25 most recurring

words throughout the tapescript. Thus, the majority, or

80 per cent, of these 25 most used words is confined to

Category III (Art and Art-Related Descriptive fEmotional

and Physical] Terms) and Category IV (Art and Art-Related

Conceptual and Effective Processes). This is consistent

with the overall category comparison of Table VII except

that the categorical frequency order in Table IX is equal

for Categories III and IV.

By way of summary, the content analysis of art and

art-related vocabulary utilized on Misterogers Neighbor-

hood, Sesame Street, and The Electric Company revealed

that 467 words which occur 3,668 times throughout the

sample were identified. "See" was the most used word,

with a word frequency of 283 times. In further analysis,

the data revealed that the 467 words could be sorted into

5 categories; Category I (Art and Art-Related Visual Ele-

ments and Organizational Terms) contained 28 words which

occurred 196 times; Category II (Art and Art-Related
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Products) contained 59 words which occurred 307 times;

Category III (Art and Art-Related Descriptive [Emotional

and Physical] Terms) contained 121 words which occurred

1,090 times; Category IV (Art and Art-Related Conceptual

and Effective Processes) contained 191 words which occurred

1,656 times; and Category V (Art and Art-Related Materials

and Tools) contained 68 words which occurred 419 times.

Of the 25 most recurring words in the total sample, 80 per

cent were confined to Categories III (Art and Art-Related

Descriptive fEmotional and Physical] Terms) and IV (Art

and Art-Related Conceptual and Effective Processes).



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to make a content analy-

sis of art and art-related vocabulary utilized in selected

children's leisure time television viewing (Misterogers

Neighborhood, Sesame Street and The Electric Company).

These three programs were selected for the analysis since

they were educational television programs which were tele-

cast daily during after school hours and re-telecast on

Saturday mornings. A sampling of eleven hours of broadcast

time from the programs was audio taped on two consecutive

Saturday mornings. The audio tapes were then transcribed

from audio to print, resulting in a 223-page tapescript.

The resulting tapescript was analyzed for the art and art"-

related words based on contextual usage and were subse-

quently sorted into five defined categories: (1) Art and

Art-Related Visual Elements and Organizational Terms, (2)

Art and Art-Related Products, (3) Art and Art-Related

Descriptive (Emotional and Physical) Terms, (4) Art and

Art-Related Conceptual and Effective Processes, and (5)

Art and Art-Related Materials and Tools.

89
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The analysis of the data was structured to answer the

following questions:

1. Numerically, how many art and art-related words

were used in the selected programs?

2. What was the frequency of occurrence of each

identified art and art-related word in the total sample?

3. Numerically, what was the frequency of occurrence

of all art and art-related vocabulary in the selected

programs?

4. How did the frequency of occurrence of each art

and art-related word compare to the frequency of occurrence

of all art and art-related words throughout all three pro-

grams?

5. What were the twenty-five most frequently used

art and art-related words in the selected programs?

6. Into what categories, if any, can the identified

art and art-related words be grouped?

7. If categories exist, how many words can be

assigned to each category?

8. If categories exist, what is the frequency of

occurrence of each category throughout the selected

programs?

9. If categories exist, how does the frequency of

each art and art-related word compare to the frequency of

other words in the category?
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10. If categories exist, how does the frequency of

each category compare one to the other and to the total

frequency of all art and art-related words?

11. If categories exist, what is their relationship

to the twenty-five most frequently used art and art-related

words in all programming?

The results of the data collection and analysis

revealed that 467 art and art-related words were telecast

during the sample 11 hours of recorded broadcasting. Over

60 per cent of these words had a word frequency of only 3,

2, or 1. "See" occurred the most times with a word fre-

quency of 283. Numerically, the frequency of occurrence

of all art and art-related vocabulary in the selected

programs, cumulative frequency total, was 3,668. The

twenty-five most frequently used art and art-related words

were: "see, " "take, " "look, " "good, " "little, " "think,"

"make," "big," "beautiful," "water," "line," "turn," "wet,"

"pretty, " "mud, " "rock," "yellow, " "long," "feel," "happy,"

"set," "building," "looks," "made," "sign." Among these

top 25 words, the word frequency ranged from 283 to 25.

In looking at the relationships that existed among

the words, five categories were identified into which the

words could be grouped: Category I (Art and Art-Related

Visual Elements and Organizational Terms); Category II (Art

and Art-Related Products); Category III (Art and Art-Related
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[Emotional and Physical] Terms); Category IV (Art and Art-

Related Conceptual and Effective Processes); Category V

(Art and Art-Related Materials and Tools). Category IV

contains 191 or 40.9 per cent of the 467 total art and art-

related words; Category III, 121 words, 25.91 per cent;

Category V, 68 words, 14.56 per cent; Category II, 59

words, 12.63 per cent; and Category I, 28 words, 6 per

cent. In addition, the cumulative categorical frequency

total was calculated for each category to indicate the

frequency with which the words in that category were used.

Category IV (Art and Art-Related Conceptual and Effective

Processes) had the highest cumulative frequency total of

1,656. Category III (Art and Art-Related Descriptive

fEmotional and Physical] Terms) had a total cumulative

frequency of 1,090. Category V (Art and Art-Related Mate-

rials and Tools) had a total cumulative frequency of 419.

Category II (Art and Art-Related Products) had a total

cumulative frequency of 307, while Category I (Art and

Art-Related Visual Elements and Organizational Terms) had

the lowest total cumulative frequency of 196. An examina-

tion of the comparative frequency of one category to the

other and to the total frequency of all art and art-related

words revealed that Category IV (Art and Art-Related Con-

ceptual and Effective Processes) was the most used cate-

gory, 45.15 per cent, and Category I (Art and Art-Related
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Visual Elements and Organizational Terms) was the least

used, 5.34 per cent. The relationship of the categories

to the 25 most frequently used art and art-related words

was examined. The results show Categories IV (Art and Art-

Related Conceptual and Effective Processes) and III (Art

and Art-Related Descriptive fEmotional and Physical] Terms)

together were used 80 per cent of the time in relation to

the 25 most used words. Categories III and IV were the

most heavily used throughout the sample; together they

comprise 74.87 per cent of the frequency of occurrence for

all art and art-related words in the tapescript.

Judging from the tabulations of the art and art-

related vocabulary that appeared in the television tape-

script, it appears that television as a viable common

language source is limited in terms of vocabulary. Cate-

gory III (Art and Art-Related Descriptive Terms) and

Category IV (Art and Art-Related Effective and Conceptual

Processes) were the most frequently used categories. Thus,

these particular programs seem to be predispositioning the

child to a narrow, heavily weighted verb and adjective

vocabulary of two and three syllable words. From the cited

studies in the related literature, it was gleaned that

verbal adequacy through art vocabulary is a means by which

a student can build and develop his critical judgment as

well as aesthetic response. If art educators look toward
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television as a means to bridge the communication gap when

attempting to communicate with their students about the

visual arts, they will basically still be confronting a

void. This study indicated that a common knowledge and

language which could be utilized in art vocabulary is

lacking.

The lack of art vocabulary is most evident when one

considers again that action verbs (Category IV) and

descriptive words (Category III) were used the majority

of the time in these television programs (with few nouns

and a minimal art and art-related vocabulary). Also, it

would appear that if the "media child" is being exposed

to a viable art vocabulary, it is not being presented in

an art-related context. For instance, the words which

were presented, with the exception of "museum," were not

used in an art-related context. Thus, since television

can most effectively make an impact on a child when the

value telecast has not been previously established, the

viewing child is predisposed to an elevated art-related

television by the existence of this void. Television,

through the principle of predisposition, could help a child

develop his language skill (3, p. 72) in terms of an art-

related vocabulary.

Essentially, language development is dependent upon

response (1, p. 47). Most of the art-related vocabulary
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presented in these television programs are command words

such as "look, " "see, " "make," etc. , and do not necessarily

encourage a response. Television, due to its specific

properties, does evoke response, but the art-related

vocabulary that is telecast does not. For example, this

researcher noted that the word "create" was not used during

these telecasts and it would seem that this word could

have more possibility in initiating a delayed response on

the part of the child for physical activity rather than

mental passivity.

Not only are the represented words in these television

programs redundant, but also their contextual usage is

limited. Here again, it appears that the children, as

viewers, are being predispositioned to a limited vocabulary

usage and are therefore being specifically denied an art-

related vocabulary in context. According to Jane Kennedy

Gold (Appendix B), "criteria for Sesame Street 'sight'

words are those words frequently used by children, words

that can be found in or are a part of the child's environ-

ment." She claims that they attempt to use a vocabulary

which does not "talk down" to children. Yet, as Dr. Lewis

(Director of the Institute of Education of Nottingham,

England, and a specialist in the psychology and sociology

of language) points out, "a child learns to use words as
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adults use them and perceives the world as adults perceive

it" (1, p. 47).

Schwartz in his book The Responsive Chord indicated

that first graders devote 40 per cent of their viewing

time to adult programs, and by the sixth grade, four-fifths

of the programs viewed are adult (4, p. 118). Herbert A.

Sprigle and John Holt, in a speech to the National Asso-

ciation for the Education of Young Children, raised funda-

mental questions about the television program "Sesame

Street" fulfilling worthwhile educational goals. Holt

states that this program relies upon spoken words for 90

per cent of its teaching. Sprigle states that the gap

between disadvantaged and advantaged children actually

increased as a result of "Sesame Street" (5, p. 52)

This researcher questions the criteria for the vocabu-

lary being telecast, and the limited, redundant selection

of words being used, not only in terms of an art-related

vocabulary, but also in terms of stimulation or stagnation

of language development in the viewing child.

Television can have quite a measurable effect on a

child's vocabulary, values, and attitudes. However, it is

difficult to specifically identify the effects of tele-

vision due to the very fact that they may be cumulative.

This often causes an under-estimation of television's
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impact on the viewing child. Schramm does not under-

estimate television for he states, "It is television,

more than any other channel, that builds the 'set' with

which a child approaches the mass media. All other media

choices are judged against what he has come to expect of

television" (2, p. 27).

A few art educators also recognize television's

potentiality. They see television as an avenue by which

the visual arts can readily reach the masses, verbally

as well as visually. However, before art educators effec-

tively can cumulatively televise propaganda for the visual

arts, a basis must be identified from which to proceed.

This research endeavor is an infinitesimal beginning of

such a basis. It is the categorization and the identifica-

tion of art and art-related vocabulary on television, which

could possibly lead to conversational implementation of

this existing mass media vocabulary in contextural usage

for the visual arts. The following are recommendations

for further research: Based on the historical predisposi-

tion of European countries to art and its production, it

would appear that the British Broadcasting Corporation

(BBC) would present on Children's Instructional Television

an art-related vocabulary with art content. If this is

so, a comparison of the British Children's Instructional
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Television programs to the American Children's Instruc-

tional Television programs would be of value for research

in the development of an art-related vocabulary for tele-

vision presentation. The second recommendation is to

research current children's educational television pro-

grams, making a comparative analysis of the vocabulary of

the related arts-music, art and drama.

The last recommendation evolves from the critical

judgment that statistics alone fail to adequately reveal

the entire picture. Television as a media source possesses

particular properties of electronic patterning. This elec-

tronic patterning is meant to evoke a response within the

viewing child. Through such a response, television by

simultaneously effecting the eye and ear, penetrates the

subconscious, often emitting underlying attitudes to the

viewer. These attitudes are projected to the viewer

through the various manipulative electronic tools which,

when combined, design the electronic patterning. One such

tool is the telecast vocabulary, and another tool in con-

junction with the vocabulary is the contextural-sequential

usage of this vocabulary. When these two tools are ana-

lyzed separately, although they are used in conjunction

with one another, opposite conclusions can be surmized.

For example, statistically, the most used vocabulary in

Table IV is basically positive descriptive adjectives.
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Since descriptive words were among the most frequently

used vocabulary throughout the tapescript, it was pointed

out in Chapter IV that these three selected programs are

making efforts to project positive oriented programs.

Based on the contextual vocabulary usage in the tape-

script, such is the case with Misterogers Neighborhood.

However, the following dialogue from The Electric Company

demonstrates a contextual-sequential usage of televised

vocabulary which emits negative attitudes:

"Yes."

"Now, let's see. Oh, by the way, how do you like
my set of oyes?"

"Oh, nice."

"Isn't that nice. Okay, let's try your message.
This message doesn't make any sense. Novelty Night."

"Ah ha, this is a dumb message cause 'destro' isn't
even a word."

"I should say not. Oh, wait a minute, let's see,
perhaps part of the message was bitten off."

"Yes?"

"Do you think?"

"Well, I don't know. What word could 'destro' be
part of?"

"Well, I was kinda thinking of putting an oye at the
end of it."

"Why?"
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"Well, I have this whole collection of them I don't
know what to do with, and oye is sometimes part of a word,
as we all know. Let's try it. There you go, destroy.
Destroy."

"That's a genuine word, don't you know? This is your
message."

"Destroy the ttt. No, now wait a minute; no one would
destroy a ttt."

"Not intentionally, anyway. They are too valuable.
You need a ttt to tell the truth with; you need a t tax the
luth with. I used to be in show biz. Wait another minute.
There's no period at the end of this message."

"I didn't know you were in show biz. No period?
Right."

"Which means perhaps something is missing on the end
as well."

"Hey, maybe another oye."

"Why not. Why quit while you're ahead. We've got a
roll going."

"Look at that. Destroy the toy. That's it. We've
got it. That's the message. Destroy the Toy. That's
one of the most exciting messages I've gotten since Valen-
tine's Day."

The preceding televised dialogue, as well as the en-

tire tapescript, was transposed from an audio format to a

literal format; thus, one media format is forced on a

totally different media form for analyzation. Naturally,

the result of which is a forced analysis. This forced

analyzation fragments the television media since the total

impact of the "destroy toy" dialogue is fractionally pre-

sented. Television's particular property is the utiliza-

tion of electronic patterning. Through electronic
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patterning, visual and audio elements simultaneously are

employed of which dialogue (vocabulary) is a fractionary

entity of the whole. Thus, a separation of the dialogue

from the audio and visual elements could change the intent

of the initial communication. However, the presented dia-

logue is fairly indicative of the fast-paced, entertaining

format of The Electric Company, and the substitutes of

meaning in this literal presentation could be subcon-

sciously absorbed and consciously overlooked.

Since no other means for television content analysis

has been devised to this researcher's knowledge, this

research endeavor was initiated from a literal format and

presented as such. It is acknowledged as merely a basis

from which to proceed. An effective analysis would re-

quire a methodology which would not fragment a fractional

element from the whole and solely present it. Such a

methodology requires the nascency of a "grammar" and a

standardization form indicative to the electronic pattern-

ing of television which subconsciously transmits to the

viewer values and attitudes as well as consciously verbiage

Without forcing the print patterning structure on the tele-

vision electronic format, a "grammar" and standardization

form could possibly be developed drawing from the Western

print-based media. For example, the patterning of reading

in the Western culture is left to right; therefore, the
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question arises: Are television movements left to right?

Also, has television borrowed from the print-based media,

as this researcher suspects, to initially penetrate the

print-raised viewer? This would seem logical since the

acceptance or rejection of a televised value by the viewer

is determined by how that televised value fits into the

viewer 's existing value system. The televised value may

be more readily accepted by the print-raised viewer if it

is presented in a familiar format of left to right. If

the format of the value is presented and receives no resis-

tance, the viewer can be predispositioned, first through

familiarity of presentation, then through cumulative impact

resulting in telecast value working its way into the

viewer's own value system.

A study could be made as to whether or not there is

a blatant or subtle left to right movement (like the left

to right movement of reading) on the television screen.

Perhaps a devised television "grammar" could be diagrammed

and the entire picture presented at once for analysis with

overlays for the various parts of the "sentence," For

instance, the visual movements could be considered the

"verb"; the vocabulary and contextual and sequential usage

of this vocabulary, the "nouns"; the color, tonality and

body language, the "adjectives"; and the camera angle, the

"creative style." These proposed ideas on identifying a
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"grammar" for effective analyzation of television are not

meant to imply that television is to adhere to literal

terms. They are presented as a suggested means of depar-

ture for further research and development.

Television, through electronic patterning, utilizes

simultaneously verbal and visual elements and, when pre-

sented in the home, results in a cumulative impact on the

viewer. Thus, a new form of communication media emerges,

and previous systems of evaluation cannot apply to the

unique form of television. Therefore, it is imperative

that an effective means of television evaluation be

devised--posthaste--for television is an underestimated

media which has penetrated the subconscious of the masses.
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Children' TeleWrsion Pdir4sIop
One Lincoln Plaza / New York, N.Y. 10023 / 212 595-3456

November 19, 1973

Ms. Shirley J. McCollum
Department of Art
North Texas State University
Denton, TX 76203

Dear Ms. McCollum:

Thank you for your interest in "The Electric Company"
and the basis we use for vocabulary selection. The sight
words which form part of our curriculum are either all very
common for all beginning readers or are selected for their
high interest to children.

That is the only basis for the presentation of sight
words on the screen. The vocabulary used really is largely
at the discretion of the writers with appropriate monitoring
by the reseachers. We have found this by and large to be
an effective strategy.

Again, thank you for your interest.

Sincerely yours,

Vivian M. Horner, Ph.D.
Director of Research for
"The Electric Company"

VMH:mt
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Giidren Tleviiion 'WiorksIop
One Lincoln Plaza / New York, N.Y. 10023 / 212 595-3456

December 6, 1973

Ms. Shirley J. McCollum
North Texas State University
P.O. Box 5098
Denton, Texas 76203

Dear Ms. McCollum:

I am writing in response to your letter to Dr. Kirk in
which you ask for information concerning vocabulary and children's
television.

Here at Children's Television Workshop, original research is
done in an attempt to compile a working vocabulary for the Sesame
Street programs. Periodically, Picturable Word Lists are distrib-
uted (sorry, these are not available for sending out). The vocabu-
lary chosen is done so with regard to whatever the instructional
goals of a segment are.

In general, we try to use vocabulary that does not "talk down"
to children. When adults speak to adults, they use "adult" language.
When children speak to children, they use "children" language.

Criteria for the Sesame Street list of "sight" words are that
they should be:

1. words frequently used by children
2. words that can be found in or are a part of the child's

environment.

We do make use of more complex words: in this case they are
words the child may be unfamiliar with but which we associate on
the screen with a picture. They are:

1. words that are "catchy" and which sound interesting to the
child's ear, like trapezoid, etc.

2. words the child can make use of; such as danger, exit, etc.

I hope that this information will help you with your thesis;
please feel free to write if you have any other questions concerning
children's television.

Sincerely,

SaMne K enedy-Gold
Sesame Street Research
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